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Kim Steele/Photodisc/Getty Images Seat covers are designed to add a little spice and color to the interior of your car while protecting your seats. You can find different seat covers in either auto shop or even in the store. However, if you are looking for a certain seat cover color and can't find it, you can also paint the fabric
yourself. All you need is a simple seat lid (preferably non-white, creamy or beige as they are the easiest to paint) and a packet of powder dye. Wash the seat lids in the washing machine with the usual laundry detergent. Hang the seat lids on dry (about 12 hours). Fill the washing machine with hot water when you are
ready to paint the seat lids. Use enough water to cover the lid to move freely. Pour the powdered dye and 2 cups of hot water into a large bowl. It'll dissolve the powder. Add the liquid dye from the bowl to the washing machine. Soak the seat lids in hot water before staining. Shake any wrinkles and place the covers in the
washing machine. Set the puck for an extended loop. The lids should be in the wash for 30 minutes before the start of the rinse cycle. Remove the seat lids when you're done. Run them under warm water, then under cool water. The lids are finished when the water runs clear. Hang the lids of the seats to dry. To clean
the washing machine: Fill the washer with hot water and add a regular detergent with a cup of bleach. Start the washing machine for a full cycle. 1 pack of powdered dye in the desired color2 cups hot waterLarge bowlWashing machine1 cup of chlorine bleach We all love to go on country walks with our dogs, but we don't
so much love the mess that the car gets in afterwards! Now, there is a way of transporting your pooch in your car without having to put them in a drawer. With a set of seat covers, your dog will be near you, but your car will be protected from dirt, water and scratches. You can get car seat covers to fit the front and back
seats. They are made of waterproof material, which is also convenient. Most of them can even be put in the washing machine for cleaning. Before you rush and get some for yourself, check out our guide to the best dog car seat covers. The Best Dog Car Seat Cover is a very versatile pet seat covers that will switch
between hammock style and standard bench covers so you get two products at the same price. The bench section of the lid has seven-inch side valve extensions, so you get extra coverage on the side of the vehicle seat. They can be used in the rear seats of family cars, as well as on trucks and SUVs. They were made
of heavy polyester, which color is fast, durable, comfortable and waterproof. To prevent them from slipping during use, they Equipped with both Velcro holes and seat anchors as well as seat belt holes. They will protect the seats from all sorts of dirt, hair and spills, as well as scratches. There are two pockets to keep toys
and leashes neatly stored. Available in three colours In two sizes, these dog car seat covers have fully waterproof support thanks to multiple layers of material that safely trap liquids. The waterproof layer does not wear off over time because the areas that need to withstand the most frequent use are reinforced by some
additional layers of heavy material. The durable silicone material also does not slide, is very comfortable and will not disappear or bleed. The product is completely safe for your dog as it does not contain dyes or heavy metals. They will fit most standard cars, SUVs and trucks and can be used either as a rear seat cap or
hammock, and they have four seat belts slots. For further protection there are nine-thum side flaps. They are very easy to fit with reinforced headrest straps that will not decay in sunlight. All you have to do is snap the buckle and insert seat anchors for extra safety. You get two seat belts and two dog seat belts that can be
safely washed in the washing machine on a gentle cycle. A very useful product to protect your car from doggy clutter! They are very easy to install and have quick release clips. They are strong enough to withstand even large dogs and have reinforced head restraint straps. They can be cleaned after using a hose or
wiping them, but you can also pop them into the washing machine. They have a useful hammock attachment that will protect the back of the front seats. When you're not using it, it puts back to the side. You can easily get to the seat belts thanks to the Velcro holes and you can even fit the child's car seat. They are made
of durable and color-fast material that is free of axo dyes of toxic chemicals. There is a quilted top layer that is non-slip and waterproof support that will not allow moisture to clear through although the seams are not waterproof. The covers are available in two sizes and in three colors. Suitable for all types of vehicles and
for all dog breeds, these lids are made from a 600D Oxford fabric top layer that is textured, a class PP cotton layer, a polyester layer and a slip-proof PVC. This keeps the lids in place even if they are used on leather seats. Fast release clips make them very easy to put on and there is a useful seat anchor that fits into the
slit. Four sets of plastic clamps fit around the headrests front and back and are adjustable. To clean them, you simply wipe them with a damp cloth or vacuum them. These lids are made of premium materials, so they are waterproof and durable. They were manufactured using Oxford 600D hard material and heavy
material that provides multifaceted protection. There is a top layer, Soaks up any liquids and waterproof layers that stop any residual moisture from reaching your car upholstery. It's also tough enough to protect the car seat from scratches. They will fit most vehicles as long as there are headrests. They quickly and easily
fit around the headrests and have four quick release releases to take them off quickly. They are folded and packaged when not in use. Thanks to the hammock function, they will also protect the back of the front seats. If you are worried about your pooch making the front seats of your car dirty after a long and dirty walk,
this is the product for you. These covers will protect the front seats of your car or truck, so you don't have to worry about dirt, scratches or fur. No need to leave your best friend in your house or drive them to the back seats. They are made of three-layer fabric that is durable and has been completed with additional
stitching to make it even stronger. The colors will not bleed on your seats and there are no dyes azo or heavy metals. The quilted pictures will look great in any car. They come complete with headrest buckles and backstraps, as well as an elastic skirt that helps keep the lids in place. You just sweep them on the seat and
snap buckle straps around the headrest. Then you pop into the anchor seat and arrange the bottom skirt. The headrest straps can be adjusted for a cozy fit. They machine wash on a gentle cycle and should be dried by air, but you can also vacuum and stain clean them with a damp cloth. You can completely avoid the
damage caused by hair, dander and wet paws prints with these versatile car seat covers and keep your car looking like a new one longer. Any small (or large) accidents that your dog will be caught and absorbed, but there will be a cold, plastic barrier to put your dog away from traveling in your car. The soft, quilted lid will
be loved by the dogs and their owners. It is made of high quality fabric that is easy to wipe off - all stains and dirt will just wipe off and your car won't have that doggy smell that many owners find unpleasant. If you want to give them a really good wash, just pop them into the washing machine. They can be installed within
minutes and stay in place thanks to anchors that are compatible with your car's seat belt system. The straps of the headrest handle provide them in position; they are strong and resistant to rupture. Protect the front seats from scratches and dirt with these heavy car seat covers made of polyester and four layers of PU to
make them waterproof and at the same time comfortable for you and your dog. You can relax and stop worrying about claw marks and dirt and the damage they cause to your car. These lids won't slide and slide around because they have built-in nonslip rubber support and seat anchor straps that release quickly. You can
place them to your car in seconds and they can machine-wash on a gentle cycle or rubbed over with a damp cloth. You can also vacuum them just like you would a car seat. They will fit all makes of the car and Offer protection even if you have a large and powerful dog. These machine-washed lids are made of soft
polyester for comfort with a silicone non-slip supporting layer. There are side flaps to protect the sides of the seat when your dog is a dog to and from the car. They also have seatbelt slits that seal to stop the dog's hair slipping. These covers are exceptionally easy to install and have clips that are instantly released on
reinforced straps. There are also seat anchors and extra straps to make sure the lids fit tightly. A fully waterproof cargo liner that will fit most bench seats in standard vehicles. These covers are textured for your dog's comfort but have non-slip support. This ensures the stability of the coating. It can also withstand high
temperatures without color bleeding. The head restraints are quickly released and the seat anchors are easily installed. There are also side flaps to give you extra coverage. They can be used in front or rear seats and machine-beers. machine-intensive.
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